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When Sissy Jones moves to the Smoky Mountains, she's determined to follow her dream of owning

a business by opening a coffee shop, right next door to a new paper starting up at the same time.

The handsome publisher, David Bellwood, and Sissy discover an irresistible attraction to one

another, but first, they must deal with mothers who aren't always as they seem. After her mother

has a stroke, Sissy must take care of her, and David must find out the truth behind his Cherokee

mother's disappearance when he was five. When Sissy tries to help David, he views her assistance

as interference as he fights for his legacy. As both of them seek the comfort of family theyâ€™ve

never known, they struggle to forgive, allowing the attraction to turn into something more.
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*The author provided me with a copy of the book in exchange for an honest review which

follows*When you first meet Sissy Jones you find her at a crossroads in her life. Starting over is

never easy. The Smoky Mountains beckon and so does a new career. She opens a coffee shop in

the small town of Murphy where Sissy meets David Bellwood, a new business owner himself. David

begins a small newspaper in town, hoping to be near his boyhood cabin, where the memories of his



mother haunt him.Both David and Sissy are smitten with each other and friendship blossoms into

love. Each character has issues with a parent. Sissy has a controlling mother and David has a

father who is hiding a deep secret from him. As their family lives spiral out of control they find solace

in each otherâ€™s arms.This is my favorite kind of romance â€“ You know, the kind where there is a

mystery involved. David was told his mother died when he was young. Hungry for the truth, he hires

a private investigator who finds the truth. Sissy tries to help but seems to make matters worse. Can

their love survive?I enjoyed this story as much as all of P. C. Zickâ€™s novels. Somehow, she

writes characters that seem to sneak their way into my heart. I always enjoy when there is a life

lesson intertwined into a romance novel, and Mountain Miracles doesnâ€™t disappoint.This sweet

story is filled with the feelings and desires of a first true love relationship. Add some family drama

and mystery and you have a recipe for a story that reminds you of your own first love.This is the

perfect novel for a Sunday afternoon or for a vacation. Short, sweet, and oh, so good!My

Rating:Character Believability: 5Flow and Pace: 5Reader Engagement: 5Reader Enrichment:

5Reader Enjoyment: 4Overall Rate: 4.5 out of 5 stars

Sissy has moved to Murphy, a small town the Smoky Mountains, to get a fresh start away from her

overbearing mother. She is opening a cover shop next door to the new paper starting up. David has

come to start up his own small town paper, disappointing his father who wants bigger and better

things for him.Both of these two have issues galore, especially with their parents, and think that it

isnâ€™t the right time for a relationship. But, they cannot deny their attraction and growing feelings

for each other. As they get to know each other, they are able to help each other heal and grow,

even after Davidâ€™s initial feelings that Sissy is interfering. A beautiful story of finding our own

identities and making our own way in the world.*I received an ARC copy from the author for an

honest review

In Murphy, Tennessee, a woman running from a bad relationship meets a man returning to where

his childhood memories were good ones. He is painfully shy and afraid of women. She is coming to

town to get away from a boyfriend who left her without a word and to help out a girlfriend needing

assistance. Her girlfriend leaves town but she finds good friends in the small town. He opens a

newspaper next door to a her coffee shop. A sweet romance and a story of a small town. To be

enjoyed by those who love life's mysteries. I received this book free for an honest review.
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